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However, this motion feature is no longer usable and
Abstract

found in still images. For dealing with static images,
some used wavelet transform [6], Gabor filters [7] to
extract texture features for locating possible vehicle
candidate; the others built vehicle templates [8] to detect
vehicles. This paper uses global feature “vehicle color”
[12] as a foundation to detect vehicles. Although the
color of an object is quite different under different
lighting conditions, it still owns very nice properties to
describe objects. In [12], we presented a new color
model to make vehicle colors be more compact and
sufficiently concentrated on a smaller area. This model
is global and does not need to be re-estimated for any new
vehicles or new images. Then, different vehicles can be
easily detected from one still image using this feature
through a verification process.
As long as vehicles can be detected, two features
including vehicle color and edge map are used for
categorizing a vehicle into eight orientations (front, rear,
left, right, front-left, front-right, rear-left and rear-right).
In [12], we used the novel vehicle color for vehicle
detection. This paper will prove that this vehicle color is
also very useful for vehicle orientation estimation.
Usually, these features will form a highly dimensional
nonlinear space.
To reduce this nonlinearity, the
normalized cut spectral clustering (N-cut) [14] is used for
clustering vehicles into different orientations.
By
treating the grouping problem as a graph partitioning
problem, N-cut attempts to unbiased measure of
disassociation between subgroups of a group. Since
N-cut had a nice property for clustering nonlinear data,
each vehicle can be well clustered into its corresponding
orientation. Experimental results reveal the feasibility
and high accuracy of the proposed approach in vehicle
orientation detection.

This paper proposes a novel approach for vehicle
orientation detection using “vehicle color” and edge
information based on clustering framework. To extract
the “vehicle color”, this paper proposes a novel color
transform model which is global and does not need to be
re-estimated for any new vehicles or new images. This
model is invariant to various situations like contrast
changes, background and lighting. Compared with
traditional methods which use motion feature to
determine vehicle orientations, this paper uses only one
still image to finish this task. After feature extraction,
the normalized cut spectral clustering (N-cut) is used for
vehicle orientation clustering. The N-cut criterion tries
to minimize the ratio of the total dissimilarity between
groups to the total similarity within the groups. Then,
the vehicle orientation can be detected using the
eigenvector derived from the N-cut result. Experimental
results reveal the superior performances in vehicle
orientation estimation.

1.

Introduction

Vehicle orientation detection is an important problem in
many applications, such as vehicle recognition, vehicle
retrieval, self-guided vehicles, or ITS (intelligent
transportation system). Looking for the query vehicle or
determining the two vehicles are the same or not are the
main goals in vehicle recognition and vehicle retrieval
systems. However, it is very difficult to recognize two
vehicles if their orientations are different. Although
there are a lot of researches extracting orientation
invariant features [1]-[2] for pattern representation, they
sill can not achieve idea accuracy if the angle difference
between objects is too large. Therefore, vehicle
orientation detection can promote the accuracy in above
systems. Besides, this task can help a lot in image
retrieval and template matching since the orientation
detection can filter out most of unlike objects in advance.
Traditional methods to estimate vehicle orientation is
using a block matching technique to find the correlations
of a vehicle between two adjacent frames. Then, from
its correspondences, the desired vehicle orientation can be
then estimated. However, for applications like image
retrieval, this motion feature will no longer appear since
only one image is available. To more accurately
recognize and analyze a vehicle in a still image,
developing a robust and effective system for finding
vehicle orientation is very worthy and challenging.
Before identifying vehicle orientation, how to
effectively detect a vehicle is the first task in our system.
In the literatures [3]-[8], there have been many
approaches using different features and learning
algorithms for effective vehicle detection. For example,
some approaches [3]-[5]used background subtraction to
extract motion features for moving vehicle detection.

2.

System overview

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed vehicle orientation
analysis system.
The flowchart of the system is shown in Fig. 1. First of
all, all the analyzed vehicles are assumed to have been
extracted from still images using our previous method
[12]. Then, two features like vehicle color and edge
distribution are extracted for clustering vehicles into
different orientations.
This paper uses an N-cut
algorithm for classifying data into eight orientations
(front, rear, left, right, front-left, front-right, rear-left and
rear-right).
The algorithm can learn important
eigenvectors from a set of training samples. Then, given
a vehicle image, we construct its vehicle descriptor at first
and then project it on the found eigen-space. On this
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space, different vehicle orientations can be well identified
and analyzed.

3.

Vehicle description

Object representation is an essential task in object
detection and identification.
In what follows, we
propose a novel vehicle descriptor combining vehicle
color and edge map for vehicle orientation clustering.

3.1

Vehicle Color Descriptor

This paper introduce a new color transformation for
transforming all pixels with (R, G, B) colors to a new
domain. Then, a specific “vehicle color” can be found
and defined for effective vehicle orientation detection.
Thousands of training images, including roads parking
spaces, building and natural scenes, are first collected
from different scenes. Through a statistic analysis, we
can get the covariance matrix ¦ of the color
distributions of R, G, and B from these N images. Using
the Karhunen-Loeve transform, the eigenvectors and
eigenvalues of ¦ can be further obtained and
represented as ei and Oi , respectively, for i = 1, 2, and
3. Then, three new color features Ci can be formed
and defined, respectively,
Ci eir R  eig G  eib B for i =1, 2, and 3,
(1)

where ei ( eir , eig , eib ) . The color feature C1 with the
largest eigenvalue is
1
1
1
C1
R G B .
(2)
3
3
3
Then, we use two other eigenvectors to form a new color
plane (u, v) perpendicular to the axis (1/ 3,1/ 3,1/ 3) .
The vehicle color descriptor equation is represented as:
° Z p  G p Z p  B p ½°
2Z p  G p  B p
, vp ®
,
up
¾ , (3)
Zp
Z p ¿°
¯° Z p
where ( R p , G p , B p ) is the color pixel of p and
( R p  G p  B p ) / 3 is used for normalization.

Zp

If we

project all the vehicle pixels to the (u, v) plane, all of
them will concentrate around a small circle. Then, the
problem of vehicle color detection becomes a 2-class
separation problem which tries to find a best decision
boundary from the (u, v) space such that all vehicle pixels
can be well separated from the non-vehicle class. In order
to accurately identify vehicle pixels, in what follows, a
Bayesian classifier is designed.
Assume that mv and m~ v are the means of
vehicle color and non-vehicle pixels respectively obtained
from the training images in the (u, v) domain, ¦ v and

¦
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Figure 3: Log-polar location gird.
Like Figure 3, the log-polar location grid with
twenty-four location bins is applied, and each one
includes three bins for radial direction and eight bins in
angular direction. The log-polar location gird is applied
in the query image where the core of the gird is the center
of the query image. We calculate the amount of the
vehicle color points in each bin, and the vehicle color
histogram descriptor is obtained from this step.
3.1.2
Vehicle Color Orientation

(P p,q )R

(4)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2: Vehicle color detection: (a) Input image.
(b) Result of vehicle color detection.
After performing the method mentioned above, the
vehicle color can be detected as the result in Figure 2.
The log-polar histogram is adopted to describe a vehicle
color image, which is similar to the one mention in the
shape context [13].

and
p( x | ~ v )

-1

T R of a region R.
In addition to color distribution, the orientation of vehicle
color region will also form a useful feature for vehicle
orientation classification. Assume that R is the vehicle
region. The central moments of R can be defined as

same color domain. Given a pixel x , the probability
belonging to a vehicle pixel or non-vehicle pixel is based
on the following equations,
2S ¦ v

P(~ v )
].
P(v )
Vehicle Color Distribution

where O

Figure 4: The gravity center ( x , y ) R and orientation

are their corresponding covariance matrices in the

p( x | v)

vehicle color if
p ( x | v) P (v) ! p ( x |~ v) P (~ v),
(6)
where P (v) and P(~ v) are the priori class probabilities
of vehicle and non-vehicle pixels. Making use of Eqs.
(4) and (5) into (6), the decision rules is: A pixel
belongs to “vehicle ” if
d ~ v ( x)  d v ( x) ! O ,
(7)

where ( x , y )

(5)
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,

( x , y )R

¦
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x,

1
R

¦

y ) and

R is the

( x , y )R

area of R . Then, as Figure 4, the orientation T R of R
can be obtained using the equation:

and d ~ v ( x )
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TR

arg min
T

¦

( x , y )R

vehicle into its suitable class of vehicle orientation.

2

ª¬ x  x sin T  y  y cos T º¼ . (8)

5.

More accurately, we get

TR

3.2

ª 2 P1,1 º
1
tan 1 «
».
2
«¬ P 2,0  P0,2 »¼

(9)

Edge descriptor

Not only vehicle color but also edge map of vehicle is
used in this paper for orientation analysis.
The
difference of Gaussian (DOG) filter is used for extracting
edge points. DoG is a wavelet function defined by
f ( x, V 1 , V 2 )

Experimental results

To analyze the performance of our vehicle orientation
detection algorithm, a database including 613 vehicle
images was used in this paper for testing. For well
testing our method, these images are captured under
various situations, like contrast changes, complex
background, lightings. To evaluate and measure the
performances of our scheme to detect vehicle orientation,
the precision is used in this paper. Precision is the ratio
of correctly identified vehicle orientation NumCorrect by
the algorithm to the total vehicles number Numtotal in
database; that is,
Precision NumCorrect Numtotal .

1
x2
1
x2
exp(
)
exp(
),
2
2V 1
2V 2 2
V 1 2S
V 2 2S

where the V 1 and V 2 are the smooth operations. Then,
similar to vehicle color feature, the log-polar location grid
is used for vehicle classification.

3.3 Integration
Using the above descriptors, each query vehicle x has a
forty-nine dimensional feature. Then, the vehicle
descriptor of x is defined as
VD( x ) ^VC ( x ), E ( x ), T ( x )`,
(10)

(a)

where VC(x) is the vehicle color descriptor, E(x) is the
edge map, and T ( x ) is the vehicle color orientation.
Assume that P and 6 are the mean and variance of
VD ( x ) , respectively. Then, given two vehicles x and y,
their similarity be measured by this equation:
S ( x, y ) exp(-(VD( x ) - P )6 -1 (VD( y ) - P )t ) . (11)

4.

(c)
(d)
Figure 5: Result of vehicle color detection. (a) Vehicle
with simple background. (b) Result of (a). (c)
Vehicle with complex background. (d) Result of (c).

Spectral clustering

After feature extraction, the spectral clustering algorithm
will be used to cluster vehicles into eight orientations.
Assume V is the vehicle database with n vehicles, i.e.,
V {V1 , V2 ,..., Vn } . V can be further separated by a “cut”
into two disjoint sets A and B, where A * B V and
A  B  . Similarity matrix is denoted by S={ Sij
}vi ,v j V , where

Sij

(b)

(a)

(b)

S ji t 0 is the similarity between

Vi and V j (see Eq.(11)). The total dissimilarity is:

¦

cut ( A, B)

i A , jB

Sij .

(12)

(c)
(d)
Figure 6: Result of vehicle color detection. (a) and (b):
Result of day time. (c) and (d): Result of evening time.

The N-cut clustering criterion for two classes is defined
by
cut ( A, B)
cut ( A, B)
,
Ncut ( A, B)

(13)
assoc( A, V ) assoc( B, V )
where assoc( A, V )

¦

i A , jV

S ij .

Let D be the N u N
(a)

n

diagonal matrix with dii

¦S

ik

(b)

, i 1, 2,..., n on its

k 1

diagonal, and W be a N u N symmetrical matrix with
W (i, j ) Sij . Then, we can bi-partition the data using
the eigenvector with the second smallest eigenvalue
solved from the generalized system,
(14)
( D  W ) x O Dx.
Let y

(c)
(d)
Figure 7: Result of vehicle color detection. (a) Sunny
day. (b) Result of (a). (c) Cloudy day. (d) Result of
(c).
Figure 5 shows the result of vehicle color detection

D1/ 2 x . Eq.(14) can be then rewritten as

D 1/ 2 ( D  W ) D 1/ 2 y O y.
(15)
Based on the eigenvector, we can well categorize a
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rear-right, and rear-let, respectively.
The average
accuracy of vehicle orientation detection using our
proposed algorithm is 92.8%. Table 2 shows the
precision analysis of vehicle orientation detection under
different captured conditions. When vehicles were
captured at day time, our system performs very well to
recognize each vehicle orientation. According to the
above experimental results, the superiority of the
proposed method can be verified.

under different backgrounds (simple or complex). Figure
6 shows the results of vehicle color detection when
vehicles were captured under different time. In (c), even
though the vehicle was captured under evening time, our
proposed method still performed well to detect desired
vehicle colors. Figure 7 shows the cases when vehicles
were captured under different weather conditions.
Figure 8 show the results of vehicle color classification
under different image qualities. (a) shows a vehicle
having high-contrast intensities. (c) is with lower
contrast intensities. (e) shows the occlusion case. (b),
(d), and (f) are, respectively, their corresponding results.
Clearly, no matter what colors and situations a vehicle has,
our proposed method works very well to detect all desired
vehicle regions using our proposed color model.
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